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We introduce a generalization, mixed insertion, of Schensted insertion and 
develop certain remarkable relationships between mixed insertion and an operation 
of conversion which generalized Schiitzenberger’s jeu-de-taquin. Applying results 
about mixed insertion to symmetric tableaux, we answer several open questions 
relating to a shifted analog of Schensted insertion studied by Worley and Sagan in 
connection with the Hall-Littlewood symmetric functions Q,(x; - 1). The questions 
answered include the effect on shifted insertion of taking the inverse. of a per- 
mutation, the effect of reversing the ordering of the alphabet of symbols, a conjec- 
ture of Shor relating shifted and unshifted insertion, and a fuller explication of the 
evacuation operator. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRoOUCTI~N 
The ultimate subjects of this article, even though they will not be men- 
tioned again after this introduction, are the Hall-Littlewood symmetric 
functions QA = Q,(x; - 1) (see [4, 31 for their definition). The expansions 
of the Q, in terms of power-sum symmetric functions yield the characters of 
the irreducible projective, or “spin,” representations of the symmetric 
groups, just as the Schur function expansions do for ordinary represen- 
tations. Moreover, like the Schur functions, the Q, can be interpreted as 
generating functions for certain tableaux. Now the arithmetic of Schur 
functions, including various generating function identities [8] and the 
Littlewood-Richardson rule for multiplying them [9], can be understood 
via a well-known body of theory involving the Schensted correspondence 
and Schiitzenberger’s notion of jeu-de-taquin [6,2, 71. One can ask 
whether there is an analogous theory for the QA, and the answer, as shown 
recently and independently by Worley [lo] and Sagan [S], is yes. 
Let us be more specific. Let 1= (A, > . . . > A,) be a partition of n into 
distinct parts (the Q, are nonzero only for these A). Then I describes a 
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shifted shape (this and other definitions are in Section 2 below), and we 
consider tableaux of this shape containing circled and uncircled letters. For 
this purpose, letters may be repeated in the tableau; it is required that (i) 
circled instances be regarded as less than uncircled instances of the same 
letter and (ii) the tableau be row-strict for circled letters and column-strict 
for uncircled ones. If we associate to each letter a a variable x, and to each 
tableau T the weight xT = n,, T x,, then we have c 
QA= c xT. 
sh(T)=l 
This fact can be derived from the formula (111.5.11) of [3], although it is 
not entirely trivial to do so; Example (111.7.8) of the same book indicates a 
part of the derivation. Observe that 2’(“) (where 1(A) is the number of parts 
of A) divides QA because each diagonal cell is always free to be circled or 
not. 
Worley and Sagan established two key combinatorial tools for the study 
of the Q,. One is a shifted analog of the Schensted correspondence 
(Definition 6.1 below), bijectively associating to each word w a pair of 
shifted tableaux, one having the letters of w, the other standard with circles, 
and both of the same shape. The other tool is a shifted version of jeu-de- 
taquin, by which any shifted tableau may be brought to one of normal 
shape, and such that when it is applied to the diagonal tableau 
WI@ ... @W” of the word w it yields the shifted-Schensted insertion 
tableau for the same w. 
With these tools, one finds [ 10, Chaps. 6,7] that the expansion coef- 
ficients for products of Qi.‘s and for QA’s in terms of Schur functions s1 are 
given by 
where Pi=2-‘(“)QA,fl;,, is the number of shifted standard tableaux of 
shape v/A that go over under shifted jeu-de-taquin to any given shifted stan- 
dard tableau of shape p, and k$ is the number of unshifted standard 
tableaux of shape p that go over into any given shifted tableau of shape 1. 
Thus there is complete analogy to the expansion of products of the sA in 
the unshifted case. 
The remainder of this article deals solely with the underlying com- 
binatorics of the shifted-Schensted correspondence and jeu-de-taquin, the 
end being to extend the analogy with the unshifted case to several aspects 
that Worley and Sagan left as open questions. These aspects are as follows: 
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first, we find a shifted insertion algorithm dual to that of Worley and Sagan 
in that this algorithm, applied to the inverse of a permutation w with cir- 
cles, gives the same tableaux as the Worley-Sagan algorithm applied to w, 
but in the opposite order. Second, we prove a conjecture of P. Shor on the 
relationship between the unshifted and shifted “recording” tableaux (that 
is, the companions to the insertion tableaux) of a word w. (The 
relationship between the insertion tableaux is obvious and given by jeu-de- 
taquin.) Third, we develop the various equivalent definitions of shifted 
euacuation, and its relation via symmetry to the unshifted version. This 
greatly extends the treatment of evacuation given by Worley. Fourth, using 
evacuation, we establish what effect reversing the order of the alphabet has 
on the Worley-Sagan insertion tableau of a word. Finally, a symmetric 
function expansion given by Worley can be interpreted to show that jewde- 
tuquin gives a bijection between standard tableaux of rectangular shape and 
shifted standard tableaux of a corresponding trapezoidal shape. We give a 
direct combinatorial proof of this and explain exactly which jeu-de-tuquin 
sequences realize the inverse bijection. All these matters are taken up in 
Sections 5-8. 
Sections 3 and 4 deal with a new unshifted construction called mixed 
insertion, which is the key to all that follows. The behavior of mixed inser- 
tion is so remarkable that its study seems to be a valid end in its own right, 
and thus this article has a second purpose: explication of the relationship 
between mixed insertion and conversion, which is an alternative way of 
looking at jeu-de-taquin. Theorem 3.12, which is the main theorem of this 
article, and its corollaries make this relationship explicit. Their applicability 
is by no means limited to the study of symmetric and shifted tableaux. 
Various known properties of jeu-de-tuquin for ordinary tableaux, and 
perhaps some novel ones, can be deduced quickly with their aid. We shall 
not, however, pursue this tack further here. 
Some final introductory remarks are necessary here concerning the 
question of repeated letters. Everything in this article is stated for words 
and tableaux in which all the letters are distinct. For applications to sym- 
metric functions, it is essential to generalize to repeated letters. As in the 
unshifted case, shifted tableau operations on tableaux with distinct letters 
can be used to define those for tableaux with repeated letters, by a process, 
informally speaking, of subscripting. Since Sagan gives a precise treatment 
[S, Sect. 91, we omit that, but outline the ideas here for completeness. 
We admit those tableaux in which the circled instances of a repeated 
letter are in cells less than those containing the uncircled instances, and 
require that at most one circled instance lie in each row, and at most one 
uncircled instance lie in each column. This means there will be a unique 
lower-leftmost instance of each letter a; it is either the lowest circled 
instance or else the leftmost uncircled instance. 
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To make an admissible tableaux into one without repeated letters and 
without circles, we introduce subscripts on the instances of each letter, 
beginning with the circled instances and increasing downward, then 
proceeding to the uncircled instances and increasing to the right. Then we 
erase the circles, but keep a record of whether the lower-leftmost instance 
of each letter was circled or not, since this information cannot be recovered 
from the subscripts. For a word, we do these steps to its diagonal tableaux; 
this means subscripting the instances of each letter right-to-left along the 
circled ones, then left-to-right along the uncircled ones, and making a 
record of the circledness of the first instance. It is clear that given such a 
tableau and the associated circling record for each letter, we may 
reconstruct the circles, and that a tableau with subscripted letters 
corresponds to an admissible tableau just in case the instances of each 
letter proceed first monotonically downward and then monotonically to the 
right, when taken in the order of their subscripts. 
It is very easy to see that shifted jeu-de-taquin, applied to the subscripted 
version of an admissible tableau, yields again a subscripted admissible 
tableau. Therefore Worley-Sagan insertion, applied to the subscripted 
version of an admissible word, also yields a subscripted admissible tableau. 
In this way both jeu-de-taquin and Worley-Sagan insertion extend to 
admissible words and tableaux (the circling record being kept constant); 
we leave the reader to describe the extension directly in terms of admissible 
tableaux and verify that the rules agree with Worley’s and Sagan’s. A good 
exercise is to use the bijectiveness of Worley-Sagan insertion without 
repeated letters (Definition 6.1), together with subscripting, to prove the 
identity [3,111.4.4] 
2. TERMINOLOGY AND BASIC DEFINITIONS 
A word w is a finite sequence w i . . . w, of distinct elements, called letters, 
of an arbitrary fixed infinite totally ordered set d called the alphabet. The 
exact identity of the alphabet d is immaterial and we will be for the most 
part rather vague about it. 
A word with circles is a word, together with a distinguished subset of its 
letters called the circled letters. A letter w will be designated by a symbol 
such as Ow to indicate that it is circled. 
Z denotes the set of integers. The plane is the set Z x Z, its elements 
regarded as forming a rectangular array of square cells. Illustrations and 
such terms as row, column, up, down, right, left, and the like are to be 
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understood relative to “matrix” coordinates in the plane: the coordinates of 
a cell are (x, y) with x increasing downward and y increasing to the right, 
The shifted plane is the subset ((i,j)li<j) of the plane consisting of all 
cells on or above the diagonal {(i, i)liEZ}. 
The plane is partially ordered by the product order on Z x Z; the shifted 
plane is ordered by the restriction to it of this ordering. A shape is a finite 
subset of the plane that contains, with any two cells k <I, all cells in the 
interval [k, l]. A shifted shape is such a subset in the shifted plane. 
A (shifted) tableau T consists of a (shifted) shape sh( T), together with an 
injective and monotone function f from sh(T) to the alphabet ~4. If 
k E sh( T) is a cell, we say that the letter f(k) occupies or is in the cell k of T. 
Accordingly, we freely use such phraseology as “replace the letter x of T by 
y,” leaving the reader to understand its proper meaning in terms of the 
formal delinition of a tableau. 
A (shifted) tableau with circles is a (shifted) tableau, together with a 
distinguished subset of circled letters among the letters occupying its cells. 
In the shifted case, letters in cells on the diagonal are not allowed to be 
circled. (This restriction does not apply to tableaux with repeated letters as 
discussed in the Introduction.) 
A normal shape is one with a least element, i.e., a unique upper-left 
corner. A normal shifted shape is one with a least element, on the diagonal 
in the shifted plane. A (shifted) shape is anti-normal if it is as just described, 
but with a greatest instead of a least element, i.e., a unique lower-right 
corner. A (shifted) normal shape may be designated by the (strict) partition 
whose parts are the lengths of its rows, e.g., (2, 12) denotes the shape 
IF 
. 
A (shifted) tableau is standard if its shape is normal and its letters are 
{ 1, . . . . n>, where n is the number of its cells. 
If w is a word and T is a tableau, then trunc..w (trunc <aw) denotes the 
subsequence of w consisting of letters 6 a ( c a) and trunc ba T (trunc c(I T) 
denotes the restriction of T to those cells containing letters <a (<a). 
If T is an unshifted shape or tableau, T’ denotes its transpose. 
It will often be convenient to blur the distinction between tableaux that 
are translates of one another in the (shifted) plane. In particular, when we 
have occasion to refer to cells of a standard tableau by their coordinates, 
we make the implicit assumption that the upper-left corner is (0,O). 
In several places we describe insertion algorithms whereby a new cell and 
letter are added to a tableau. The descriptions make use of the following 
notions: let R be a row or column in a tableau and x a letter not appearing 
in R. To insert x into R is to replace the least letter y > x in R with x, or 
else extend R by placing x in the unused cell immediately at its end in the 
event that no such y exists. The replaced letter y (if any) is said to be 
bumped. (Note that if R is a column of a shifted tableau and ends on the 
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diagonal, then there is no unused cell at its end. In this situation, insertion 
is only defined if x is less than the letter in the diagonal cell of R, as it must 
be, e.g., if x came from the column to the left of R in the tableau.) 
Schensted insertion of a new letter x into a tableau T entails inserting x 
into the first row of T, then repeatedly, as long as any letter is bumped by 
the previous insertion, inserting the bumped letter into the next row below. 
The Schensted insertion algorithm is the following. Let w = w, . . . w, be a 
word. Construct tableaux 0 = TO, T,, . . . . T, = T, forming Ti from Ti- 1 by 
Schensted insertion of the letter wi. The sequence (zr = sh(T,) c 
sh(T,)c ... c sh( T,) = sh( T) consists of shapes each having one more cell 
than the previous one. The recording tableau T’ for any such sequence has 
sh( T’) = sh( T,), with the letter i in the unique cell of sh( Ti)\sh(Ti- 1). 
The Schensted insertion and recording tableaux for w are indicated by 
T= 0 c w; T’= R: 0 c w. We assume that the reader is familiar with the 
principal properties of the Schensted correspondence. 
We also assume that the reader is familiar with the essentials of 
Schtitzenberger’s theory ofjeu-de-taquin. If T is a tableau, we use q c T to 
denote the unique tableau of normal shape to which T is brought by jeu- 
de-taquin slides. We use R @ S to denote a tableau constructed by placing 
translates of tableaux R, S so that all cells of S are above and to the right 
of all cells of R. If x is a letter, let the symbol x stand also for a one-cell 
tableau containing the letter x. Then if w = w, .. . w, is a word, 
w,@ ..- @w, is the diagonai tableaux for w and the fundamental 
relationship between jeu-de-taquin and Schensted insertion can be written 
q cw=ucwl@ .-.@w,. 
Finally, a permutation is a word w whose n letters are the integers 
(1, . ..) n>. Its inverse w-l is the word for which (w - ‘)i =j, where wj = i. If w 
has circles, then so does w - ‘, with (w ~ ’ )i =j circled iff wj = i is circled in w. 
A word on the illustrations: it is characteristic of the subject at hand that 
many operations on tableaux are more easily understood than described. 
For this reason many descriptions of operations in this paper are accom- 
panied by figures illustrating the results on sample tableaux. The reader is 
advised to work out the examples on paper and compare with the figures. 
3. MIXED INSERTION 
In this section we introduce a generalization, mixed insertion, of the 
Schensted insertion algorithm. We show that for mixed insertion, certain 
changes in the word result in easily described transformations of the 
corresponding tableau, transformations closely related to jeu-de-taquin. 
Theorem 3.12 and its corrolaries make this last statement precise. 
DEFINITION 3.1 (Mixed insertion algorithm). Let w = wi . . . w, be a 
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word with circles. Construct a sequence TO, T,, . . . . T, = T of tableaux with 
circles: put TO = 0; for each i= 1, . . . . n form Ti from Ti- , by inserting wi as 
follows: 
If wi is not circled, insert wi into the first row of Ti; if it is circled, 
into the first column. As each subsequent element x of Ti is bum- 
ped by an insertion, insert x into the row immediately below if it is 
not circled, or into the column immediately to its right if it is cir- 
cled. Continue until an insertion takes place at the end of a row or 
column, bumping no new element. As in ordinary Schensted inser- 
tion, this process terminates because (by definition) each x bumps 
an element greater than itself. It is easy to see that the result of the 
insertion process is again a tableau. 
The tableau T is the mixed insertion tableau of w; we use the notation 
T=O +“‘w,or Ut” w if we begin with a non-empty tableau TO = U of 
normal shape in place of TO = 0. The recording tableau T’ for the 
sequence 0 c sh( T, ) c . ..csh(T.)=sh(T) we denote by T’=R: q lcmw. 
Figure 1 illustrates the application of the mixed insertion algorithm. Its 
elementary properties are summarized by the following three Propositions, 
which parallel similar facts about ordinary Schensted insertion. All three 
are easy consequences of Definition 3.1. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let w’ be obtainedfrom w by replacing the letters of w 
with others, in a way that respects the linear ordering of the letters. Then the 
same change of letters will produce 0 cm w’ from 0 em w, and 
R:Oc” w’=R: 0 cm w. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let a be a letter in w. Then 0 tm (trunc..w)= 
trunc.,( 0 tm w). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let w’ and w be alike except that each letter circled in 
one is uncircled in the other and vice versa. Then 0 tm w’ and (0 cm w)’ 
are alike except for the same complementary relationship between their 
circles. 
pp-Fi?y 
q t-“w R: 0 t-w 
w=o,56~40!3 
FIG. 1. Mixed insertion and recording tableaux. 
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Remark 3.5. Mixed insertion can result in intricate bumping sequences. 
In fact, it is not difftcult to construct a tableau of any given shape so that 
insertion of a new least letter causes each and every element of the tableau 
to be bumped. 
Remark 3.6. Just as in ordinary Schensted insertion, the mixed bump- 
ing process can be reversed if the last cell added to the tableau is known. 
Consequently, any tableau T with circles and standard tableau U of the 
same shape are T = •i cm w and U = R: q cm w for a unique word with 
circles w; i.e., we have a bijection between words and pairs consisting of 
one circled and one standard tableau of the same shape. In particular, 
every tableau with circles is the mixed insertion tableau of some word; this 
will not be the “reading word” in the usual sense, however. 
DEFINITION 3.7 (Conversion). Let T be a tableau with circles, and x any 
letter in T. Let y be a letter not in T. The operation of converting x to y in 
T is as follows: 
First, replace x by y. What results is not in general a tableau since 
y may be too large or too small, relative to neighboring letters. As 
long as that is the case, repeatedly perform exchanges: if y is 
greater than its neighbor below or to the right, exchange y with 
the lesser (or only) one of these neighbors; if instead y is less than 
its neighbor above or to the left, exchange y with the greater (or 
only) one of these. Note that such exchanges never put two letters 
different from y out of order. 
The tableau T’ which results we indicate by T’ = T(x -+ y). The cells 
through which y passes form the exchange path. For a word w, we write 
w(x + y) to indicate the word wherein y replaces x-no exchanges are 
meant. 
Figure 2 shows the effect of a conversion, and indicates the exchange 
path. 
The next Proposition is an easy consequence of Definition 3.7. 
PROPOSITION 3.8 T(x + y)(y --, z) = T(x + z). In particular, T(x + y) 
(y + x) = T, i.e., conversions are invertible. 
p-pi-] 7 8 EfEF 3 4ppq14 5 10 11 13 (12 4 1) = 
FIG. 2. Conversion. Exchange path is shown by double squares. 
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Remark 3.9. Jeu-de-taquin can be defined in terms of conversion. Let T 
be a tableau. To perform a (forward) jeu-de-taquin slide on T from an 
empty cell k, (i) extend T by placing a new least letter -cc in k, (ii) 
convert --co to a new greatest letter + co, and (iii) delete +co. For a 
reverse slide, invert these steps. 
There is a remarkable relationship between certain changes in a word 
and corresponding conversions in its mixed insertion tableau. We give two 
Lemmas dealing with a special case, and use the second to derive Theorem 
3.12, the central result of this section. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let T be a tableau of normal shape with exactly one circled 
letter o w, and let a be an uncircled letter not in T. Assume that Ow is not the 
least letter in T, and let the greater (or only) one of the letters above and to 
the left of Ow be v. Let Ov- be a new letter, circled, less than v but greater 
than those letters in T which are less than v, and greater than a if a < v. Then 
sh(T +“’ a)=sh(T(“w+ “v-) +“‘a). 
Proof: Let U= T(Ow + “v-). We consider two cases, with several 
subcases (see Fig. 3). 
Case I. v is above o w in T. Then the same two cells in U contain Ov - 
above v. There are three possibilities for the bumping process: 
(a) Insertion of a into T results in v being bumped. Then v bumps 
Ow, and Ow inserts into the next column. Each element of that column 
which is greater than Ow and lies in a higher row than Ow in T inserts 
down, bumping the element below it, because the element below and to its 
left is less than or equal to v. This continues until an empty cell is filled, or, 
in case Ow was not the last element in its row, until the element x to the 
right of Ow in T is bumped into the row below, with resulting further bum- 












FIG. 3. Showing T and U in Cases I and II of the proof of Lemma 3.10. 
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column. Each element of that column greater than u that lies in a higher 
row than u in U inserts down, again bumping the element below it for the 
same reason as in T. This continues until an empty cell is filled, or, in case 
u was not the last element in its row, until x is bumped, and subsequent 
bumping duplicates that in T. Either way, the new cell added lies in the 
same position for both U and T. 
(b) Insertion of a into T results in Ow being bumped by y > u. Then 
the cell above and to the right of Ow in T contains a letter less than or 
equal to y, so Ow inserts in the cell k immediately to its right. In U, y 
inserts in cell k because y > u. Subsequent bumping duplicates that in T, 
with the new cell added in the same position. 
(c) Neither Ow nor u is bumped in T. In U, u cannot be bumped, and 
any element which bumps Ou- would have bumped u in T, contrary to 
assumption. Therefore bumping is identical in U and T. 
Case II. u is to the left of Ow in T. The same two cells in U contain 
Ou- to the left of u. As in Case I, there are three possibilities: 
(a) In T, u is bumped and inserts into the next row. In U, Ou- is 
bumped where u was in T, and inserts to its right, bumping u into the next 
row. Subsequent bumping in U duplicates that in T, 
(b) In T, o w is bumped by y > u. As in the corresponding part of 
Case I, Ow inserts in the cell k to its right; y inserts in that cell in U. 
Subsequent bumping in U duplicates that in T. 
(c) Neither u nor Ow is bumped in T. Then bumping is identical in U 
and T, for the same reason as that in the corresponding part of Case I. 
This exhausts all possibilities and completes the proof. 1 
LEMMA 3.11. Let T be a tableau of normal shape with exactly one circled 
letter Ow, which is the greatest fetter in T. Let a be an uncircied letter not in 
T, and -co an uncircled letter less than a and all letters of T. Then 
T(Ow+ -a~)+~m,=(T+“a)(~w-, -00). 
Proof We assume a < Ow, since otherwise the result is obvious. By 
Proposition 3.8, it is enough to show 
Tcma=(T(Ow+ --c~))+~.)(-~+~w) 
=(T(Ow+ -a+a)(-w-+~w). 
Note first that the truncations of both sides to letters less than o w are the 
same: 
trunc,o,(Tt” a)=(trunc,G,T) cmu=(trunc,o,T)ca, 
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trunc,o,(T(Ow-+ -co)ca)(--cc + Ow) 
= 0 c((T(Ow-+ -oo)ca)\-co) 
= 0 +((T(Ow+ -a)\-cxI)@a) 
=(O t T(Ow4 -Co)\-a3)ca 
=(trunc,o,T)ea. 
Here .\ - 00 indicates deletion of the cell containing - co. This calculation 
is justified by Remark 3.9 and the relationship between jeu-de-taquin and 
Schensted insertion. 
Thus T+-“a and (T(Ow+ -co) cm a)(-VJ -+ Ow) agree except 
possibly for the position of O w, and the two tableaux can differ in this only 
if their shapes differ. However, sh((T( Ow + --a~) cm a)( - co + “w)) = 
sh(T( Ow + -co)c”u). Since Ow can be converted to - co by a sequence 
of conversions satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 3.10, this shape is the 
same as sh(T+” a), by repeated application of Lemma 3.10. m 
THEOREM 3.12. Let Ox be the least circled letter in the word w, and let 
- 00 (uncircled) be less than every letter in w. Then q t ” [ w( Ox + - GQ )] 
=[Ot” w](Ox + -Co). 
Proof: First suppose Ox is the last letter of w: w = v Ox. Let 
V=O t” v. We are to show (I’+” Ox)(Ox--r -co)=V+” -co. In 
VC m0 x, Ox is in the first column, and the letters above it, say 
ai < . . . < uk < Ox, are uncircled because Ox is the least circled letter. 
Conversion (Ox -+ -co) moves all the letters uj down one cell and leaves 
- co in the upper left corner. 
Compare V c ” -co. Here, -co inserts in the upper left corner, bumping 
a,; each ui bumps the one below it until uk bumps the letter y below it. 
Since y is the letter bumped by Ox in V c” Ox, subsequent bumping is 
identical in V cm - cc and V + ” Ox. The result is the same as 
(V+ ” “x)(“x -+ -co). 
Now suppose w = uu, a# Ox. By induction we can assume 
0 c”[u(Ox + -co)] = [C! t” u]( Ox--t -co). Hence we need only 
show U(“x+ -m)+“u=(U+“a)(“x+ -co), where U=O +“u. 
Equivalently,wearetoshow(U(ox~-co)t”u)(-co~ox)=Uc”u. 
If a > Ox, the result is immediate, as the bump sequence and the conver- 
sion exchange path do not interfere in this case. 
Otherwise, inserting a into U( Ox + ---co ) amounts to first inserting a 
into the subtableau trunc d ox U( Ox -+ -co), then continuing to bump 
beginning with whatever element of U( Ox + -co) is displaced by the new 
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cell of (trunc d ox U( Ox -+ -co)) cm a. Subsequent conversion ( - co -+ Ox) 
commutes with the insertion of a into trunc. O, U( Ox + -0~)) by 
Lemma 3.11, and does not interfere with the bumping that follows. 
Therefore, (U(“x+ -cc)cmu)(-cr,~ox)=U(ox+ -cc)(-OO-+~X) 
tma=Utma. 1 
The usefulness of Theorem 3.12 lies in the possibility of applying it 
repeatedly in order to alter the word w and its corresponding mixed inser- 
tion tableau in relatively drastic ways. We collect the most useful such 
processes in the next several corollaries. 
COROLLARY 3.13. Zf x is the least uncircled letter in w and o - CO 
is less than every letter in w, then q t”’ [w(x+ O-CO)] = 
[cl tmW](X’o-m). 
Proof This is the “circle-dual” of Theorem 3.12; it follows from 
Theorem 3.12 and Proposition 3.4. 1 
Remark 3.14. If -co is the least letter in w, then q cm [w( - cc + 
“-co)]=[O +m~](-~+o-~) and 0 tm[w(O-~--t -co)]= 
[El em w](” ---co -+ -cc ). These are special cases of Corollary 3.13 and 
Theorem 3.12, but in any event are trivial, since the least letter is never 
bumped during insertion, and thus it makes no difference whether it is 
circled or not. Because of this, the circling or non-circling of -co is 
actually irrelevant in the statements of Theorem 3.12 and Corollary 3.13 
(but not in Corollary 3.15, below). 
COROLLARY 3.15. The conclusion of Theorem 3.12 still holds if it is only 
assumed that -co is less than every uncircled letter in w. Likewise for 
Corollary 3.13, mutatis mutandis. 
Proof Convert Ox to --co’ to --cc using first Theorem 3.12, then 
Corollary 3.13 with Remark 3.14, where - co’ is less than everything 
else. 1 
COROLLARY 3.16. Let w’ = w( Ox + Oy), where Oy is greater or less than 
the same circled letters of w as Ox, but may differ from Ox in its order 
relation to the uncircled letters. Then 0 em w’= [Cl cm w]( Ox + Oy). 
Proof Let Oa, < ... < Oak be the circled letters less than Ox (also “y) 
in w. Successively convert (“ai + -cc,), . . . . (Oak -+ -oak), where 
- cok < . . . < -cc r and - 00 I is less than every letter of w. Theorem 3.12 
applies at each stage. Now convert (Ox + -co)( - co + Oy), where 
--co < -oak. This is the same as converting (Ox + Oy), by 
Proposition 3.8. Finally convert (- cok -+ Oak), . . . . (- 03~ + oa1). Since 
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these last conversions involve only letters less than Ox and Oy, they 
commute with (Ox+ “y). By Proposition 3.8, therefore, the net effect on 
both words and tableaux is that of the single conversion (Ox + “y). [ 
Remark 3.17. Corollary 3.16 obviously applies also to uncircled x and 
y, mutatis mutandis. 
The final corollary is immediate from Corrollary 3.16: 
COROLLARY 3.18. Let w’ be obtained from w by deleting all the circled 
letters. Then 0 cm w’ = LY c w’ can be obtained from 0 cm w by 
successively, from greatest to least, “marching” each circled letter out of the 
tableau, i.e., converting it to a new greatest letter, then deleting it. 
4. LEFT-RIGHT INSERTION 
The Schensted insertion tableau for a permutation is the Schensted 
recording tableau for its inverse, and vice versa. For mixed insertion, there 
is an analogous result, but it requires the use of a different insertion 
algorithm on the inverse. That algorithm, which is “dual” to mixed inser- 
tion, is left-right insertion, and is the subject of this section. 
We shall deduce later (Proposition 8.3) the effect of mixed insertion on 
the reverse of a word, and in particular the relationship between 0 tm w 
and Cl tm aw, where a is a letter (Remark 8.5). This makes it possible to 
define left mixed insertion, and by analogy with the definition of left-right 
insertion below, to define left-right mixed insertion (on words with two 
types of circles!). In such a way it is possible to get a self-dual insertion 
theory that generalizes Schensted, left-right, and mixed insertion. Having 
no application for it in this article, we do not develop this topic here. The 
interested reader is invited to work out the details for him- or herself. 
DEFINITION 4.1 (Left-right insertion algorithm). Right insertion of a 
letter a into a tableau T of normal shape, without circles, means ordinary 
Schensted insertion: Cl c T@ a = T c a. Left insertion means Schensted- 
style insertion by columns: 0 ta@T=(T+-a)‘. Let w=wi.~~w,, be a 
word with circles. Construct a sequence T,,, T,, . . . . T, = T of tableaux 
without circles: put T,, = 0; for each i = 1, . . . . n form Ti from Tip 1 by left 
inserting w,(without a circle) if wi is circled, or right inserting it if not. The 
tableau T is the left-right insertion tableau of w, denoted T= 0 t’.r. w, or 
U err. w if we begin with a non-empty tableau T,, = U. Let P be the 
recording tableau for the sequence 0 c sh( T,) c . .. c sh( T,) = sh( T). 
Form T’ by circling those letters of P in cells added by left insertions; i.e., j 
is circled in T’ iff wj is circled in w. This left-right recording tableau we 
denote by T’ = R: Cl +‘.I. w. 
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Remark 4.2. Propositions 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and Remark 3.6 apply with left- 
right insertion in place of mixed insertion, except that in Proposition 3.4, 
the transposed tableau is of course without circles. Regarding Remark 3.6, 
note that the circling in the recording tableau gives back the circling in the 
original word and indicates whether each cell was added by left or right 
insertion. 
We can now make precise the duality asserted in the introductory 
paragraph above between mixed and left-right insertion: 
THEOREM 4.3. Let w be a permutation with circles. Then 0 cm w = 
R: 0 t’.r. w-’ and R: 0 cm w = 0 +l.r. w-l. 
ProoJ Let w = w1 . . . w,. It suffices to show 
trunc,, q em w= trunc,, R: q +‘.r. w-l, 
trunc <n 0 + ‘-r,~ - ’ = trunc <,R: 0 cm w, 
and 
sh(O cm w) = sh( 0 c’.r. w-l), 
because then the respective tableaux agree in the position of the letters 1 
through fi; they automatically agree in circling because j is circled in w-i iff 
wj is circled in w. 
In view of Propositions 3.2, 3.3, and Remark 4.2, we can assume the lirst 
two equations above by induction on n, since deleting n from w 
corresponds to deleting the last letter of w-l, and renumbering the letters 
to be 1, ,.., n - 1. 
Now we prove the equality of the shapes. By Theorem 3.12, 
sh(17 em w)=sh(n cm w(Oa,+ -oo,)...(Oak+ -CO,)), where Oa,c 
. . . < Oak are all the circled letters of w, and - cok < . . . c --cc, are less 
than all letters of w. Make w(Oa,+ -co,)...(Oak+ -00~) into a 
permutation by renumbering the letters to be 1, ,.., n (Proposition 3.2), and 
let its inverse be w’. We have w’ = ukuk- 1 .. . ululuz.. . u,-~, where 
ul, . . . . u,_~ are the uncircled letters of w-l, numbered from left to right, 
and Ou,, . . . . Ouk are the circled letters (the circles are removed in w’). 
Therefore[7tw’=Ocu,~...Ou,Ou,8...~u,_,=O e’.r.~-‘,~~ 
sh(U .-“’ w)=sh(O +w’)=sh(O +‘.r.~-l). 1 
Remark 4.4. The above proof makes use of a principle which we 
will need again: if Out, . . . . Ouk are the circled letters, from left to right, 
of a word w, and u , 9 . . . . 0, -k are the uncircled letters, then 
q +-U~“‘U,U, “‘UBek= q 4-1.r.w. 
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5. SYMMETRY AND SHIFTED JEU-DE-TAQUIN 
Our goal in Sections 6 and 7 is to apply the tools developed in Sections 3 
and 4 to derive results on shifted insertion, via the symmetry of the plane 
about the diagonal. In this section, we lay the groundwork by defining a 
symmetry operator on the plane, and symmetric tableaux. We also develop 
the relation, via symmetry, between shifted jeu-de-taquin and the ordinary 
variety. 
Parts of the development here and in Section 6 repeat work of Sagan 
[S], although the approach used here differs from his in that letters in sym- 
metric positions are kept distinct through the use of + and - superscripts. 
Where relevant, we note below results which have equivalents in Sagan. 
The following definition, although its content is trivial, greatly clarifies 
notation in dealing with symmetric tableaux: 
DEFINITION 5.1. For each integer x, let x+ = 2x, X- = 2x - 1. Thus 
. . . . -l-, -l+, O-, O+, l-, 1 + ,... and . . . . - 3, -2, - 1, 0, 1, 2 ,... are alter- 
native notations for the same alphabet, Z. 
Now we define the symmetry of the plane. There is an arbitrary choice to 
be made here: whether diagonal cells should be symmetric to the cell below 
or the cell to the left. We choose the cell to the left. The alternative would 
be equally workable, with appropriate modifications throughout. 
DEFINITION 5.2. The diagonal symmetry of the plane is the involution 
CJ: Z x Z + Z x Z defined by 
d(i,j)) = { 
(j, i- 1) if i<j 
(i+ 1, 9 if i>j. 
The shifted plane is a fundamental domain for C, which interchanges it with 
its complement, and restricts to an order-isomorphism between them. 
A tableau T without circles is symmetric if a(sh( T)) = sh( T) and for each 
cell c of T in the shifted plane, the cells c, a(c) are occupied by the 
letters x+, x-, respectively. A tableau T with circles is symmetric if 
o(sh( T)) = sh( T) and for each cell c of T in the shifted plane, the cells c, 
G(C) are occupied by the letters Ox- and x+, in either order. To each 
symmetric tableau T corresponds a shifted tableau YT by restricting T to 
the shifted plane and changing x+, Ox- to x, Ox, respectively. To each 
shifted tableau S corresponds a unique symmetric taableau IXI~ so that the 
operations P and III are inverse to one another. 
Figure 4 shows a shifted tanleau with circles and the symmetric tableau 
that corresponds to it. Note for every pair the circled instance has the - 
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FIG. 4. Corresponding shifted and symmetric tableaux (with circles). 
superscript and may be in the upper or lower half; in the no circles case, all 
- letters are in the lower half. 
Note that a symmetric tableau without circles is not the same thing as a 
symmetric tableau with circles, but no letters actually circled; the latter 
must be empty, in fact. Note also that a symmetric tableau with circles can 
have only uncircled letters on the diagonal, in agreement with the 
definition of a shifted tableau with circles. 
Remark 5.3. For tableaux without circles, there is a fairly obvious 
analog of jeu-de-taquin in the shifted plane, which is called shifted jeu-de- 
taquin. More formally, Definition 3.7 of conversion applies to shifted 
tableaux without circles as well as to unshifted tableaux. Therefore Remark 
3.9 can be taken as the definition of shifted jeu-de-taquin. 
The relation between shifted and unshifted jeu-de-taquin is given by the 
following proposition, which is equivalent to Theorem 6.2 of Sagan. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let the shifted tableau T’ without circles be obtained 
from T by shifted jeu-de-taquin. Then &IT’ can be obtained from 6lT by’ 
(unshifted) jeu-de-taquin. 
Proof: We prove that if x < y then El(T(x + y)) = ( lQT)(x+ + y’) 
(x-~y-).Intheeventthaty<xwethenhave[[4(T(x~y))](y+~x+) 
(y- -x~)=EI(T(x-+y)(y-+x))=EIT,so~(T(x-+y))=(~T)(x- -y-) 
(x+ + y+ ). Using these facts and Remark 3.9, it is clear that a-shifted jeu- 
de-taquin slide or reverse slide on T corresponds to two slides or reverse 
slides on NT, which establishes the proposition. 
Therefore assume x < y. First consider the conversion ( EJ T)(x + + y + ). 
The exchange path proceeds stepwise down and to the right. We claim that 
the exchange path does not extend below the diagonal. Indeed, let the 
exchange path reach a diagonal cell (r, r). The symmetric cells (r + 1, r) and 
(r + 1, r + 1) contain letters v-, v+, and v > u, where u+ is the letter in the 
cell (r, r + 1). Therefore the exchange path proceeds to the right instead of 
crossing below the diagonal. 
582a150/2-4 
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Now consider the conversion (( tSlT)(x+ +y+))(x- +y-). We claim 
that the exchange path does not reach the diagonal. Indeed, let (r, r- 1) be 
the first (if there is any) cell immediately below the diagonal that the 
exchange path reaches and proceeds to the right from. By symmetry, (r, r) 
was on the exchange path in the conversion ( EJ T)(x+ + y +) and now 
contains the letter u+ formerly in (r, r + 1). (r + 1, r - 1) contains u- c u+, 
so the exchange path proceeds downward, not to the right. This proves the 
claim. 
From the preceding two paragraphs it is clear that the exchange paths 
for the conversions (x+ +y+) and (x- +y-) are confined to the shifted 
plane and its complement, respectively, and are symmetric to one another. 
Therefore ( El T)(x + -y+)(x- -‘y-)= El(T(x+y)), as asserted. fl 
COROLLARY 5.5. Each shifted tableau T without circles can be brought 
by shifted jeu-de-taquin to a unique tableau of normal shifted shape. We write 
7 c T for this tableau. Zf w = w, . . . w, is a word without circles, we write 
Vcwfor 74-w,@ . ..@w.. 
Remark 5.6. An unshifted tableau T without circles can be regarded as 
a shifted tableau by translating it if necessary so that its shape is a subset of 
the shifted plane. Then Corollary 5.5 gives Y t (0 t T) = 7 c T. In par- 
ticular, for a word w, 9 t w = q c ( q t w). This relationship between 
7 c w and 0 c w was observed by Worley, who had proven Corollary 5.5. 
We return to this matter in Section 7. 
Remark 5.7. Proposition 5.4 implies P c T = Y 0 t I3 T. In particular, 
for a word w=wr...w,,, q+w= YCltw;~~.w;w~~~~w,+ because 
q w,o ... ow,=w,o ... @w,@w:@ *.- @w,‘. 
COROLLARY 5.8. Zf w and w’ are related by a shifted Knuth transfor- 
mation, then Y c w = 9 t w’. A shifted Knuth transformation is an 
exchange of consecutive letters in one of the following forms: 
Knuth transformations: 
cab +-+ acb or bca c* bat, where a c b < c. 
Worley-Sagan transformation: 
xy * yx, where x, y are thefirst two letters of the word. 
Proof The statement holds for Knuth transformations by Remark 5.7 
and the fact that q t w = 0 c w’ if w and w’ are related by a Knuth 
transformation. For Worley-Sagan transformations, observe that 
y-x-x+ y + C* x-y-x+y+ C* x-y-y+x+ by Knuth transformations if 
x < y; symmetrically, if y <x. 1 
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Worley and Sagan proved Corollary 5.8 and its converse, that Y + w = 
9 +- w’ only if w and w’ are related by a sequence of shifted Knuth transfor- 
mations. Their proofs are based on the use of a shifted analog of the Greene 
invariant [l]. We shall not treat this portion of the theory here. 
6. WORLEY-SAGAN INSERTION AND SHIFTED MIXED INSERTION 
In this section we take up the subject of shifted insertion, as defined by 
Worley and Sagan. We shall see that, as Sagan first observed, the 
Worley-Sagan insertion algorithm is essentially a quotient, under the sym- 
metry introduced in Section 5, of left-right insertion. Worley-Sagan inser- 
tion can be “simulated” by shifted jeu-de-taquin in the same sense that 
Schensted insertion can be simulated by ordinary jeu-de-taquin. As Sagan 
does, we derive this here by symmetry considerations from the Schensted 
case. It was proven by Worley using a from-scratch argument parallel to 
the proof of the Schensted case. 
The recording tableau for Worley-Sagan insertion turns out, not sur- 
prisingly, to be the symmetric quotient of our left-right recording tableau. 
As we have seen, this is the mixed insertion tableau for the inverse word. 
We define shifted mixed insertion so that it is a symmetric quotient of 
mixed insertion, and thus obtain the insertion algorithm dual to 
Worley-Sagan insertion under inverses. This aspect is new and was not 
known to Worley and Sagan. 
DEFINITION 6.1 (Worley-Sagan insertion algorithm). Let w = w1 . . . w, be 
a word without circles. Construct a sequence T,,, T,, . . . . T,, = T of shifted 
tableaux without circles: put To = 0; for each i = 1, . . . . n form Tj from Tip I 
by inserting wi as follows: 
Insert wi into the first row of T, inserting each element bumped 
into the next row as in right insertion until either an element is 
inserted into an empty cell or an element x is bumped from a 
diagonal cell. In the latter case, insert x into the column to its right 
and continue bumping by columns as in left insertion, until an 
empty cell is filled. 
The tableau T is the Worley-Sagan insertion tableau of w, temporarily 
denoted T = Y * wsw until we prove P + ws w = P c w. If we start with a 
non-empty tableau T,, = U, we write U + ws w (later, U + w). Let P be the 
recording tableau for the sequence 0 c sh( T,) c . . . c sh( T,) = sh( T). 
Form T’ by circling those letters j of P for which an element was bumped 
from a diagonal cell in the insertion of wi into Tj- 1. T’ is the 
Worley-Sagan recording tableau of w, denoted T’ = R: P tws w (later, 
R: 7 + w). 
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Figure 5 illustrates the application of the Worley-Sagan insertion 
algorithm. The following proposition is equivalent to the “lifting lemma” of 
Sagan. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. If w1 . . . w, is a word without circles, then 
v 4-ws w = Y 0 +‘.I. Ow,- w: f.. Own w,‘. 
Proof: By Remark 4.4 the right-hand side is Y 0 c w; . . w; w: . . . 
w,’ . (Remark 4.4 also makes clear that Cl t ‘.r. O w r w: . . . O w; w: is in fact 
symmetric.) We prove that if T is a symmetric tableau of normal shape 
without circles, then A( 0 c a- @ TO a+) = ( 7 T) c ws a. The proposition 
follows from this by induction. 
To verify the assertion of the previous paragraph, consider the effect on 
the portion of T below the diagonal of first left inserting a-, then right 
inserting a +. 
Let a- be left inserted into T, yielding T’= (T’ e a-)‘. If no element is 
bumped into a cell on or above the diagonal, then the insertion of a- takes 
place entirely below the diagonal, and the subsequent insertion of a+ is 
symmetric to it, giving the assertion. 
Otherwise, let x- be the first element bumped into a cell on or above the 
diagonal. Let it be bumped from column r of T. Then x- 2 U- where U- is 
in the cell (r + 1, r) immediately below the diagonal. Since u + is in the cell 
(r+l,r+l),x- must bump it, which means x- = U-. Bumping continues 
above the diagonal, involving only elements greater than U-. 
Now let a+ be right inserted into T’, yielding T”. Bumping is symmetric 
to that above until U- is bumped from (r + 1, r + 1) and inserts into row 
r + 2. Bumping then continues by rows. 
The net effect is the same as Worley-Sagan insertion of a- into the 
transpose of the portion of T below the diagonal. Since the final tableau T” 
is symmetric, the assertion follows. 1 
COROLLARY 6.3. Zf w is a word without circles, then Y t ws w = 7 + w. 
Proof: Let w = wi . . . w,. Then Y+-w= YOt lYw,@...@w,= 
PO e-w; -.,w;w: . . . w,’ by Proposition 5.4. The last expression is the 
same as 7 ews w by Proposition 6.2 and Remark 4.4. 1 
p-yig-pv 
\ +WStU R: p +wsw~ 
to=597183642 
FIG. 5. Worley-Sagan insertion and recording tableaux. 
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Corollary 6.3 is the precise expression of the “simulation” of 
Worley-Sagan insertion by shifted jeu-de-taquin. 
COROLLARY 6.4. If w1 . . . w, is a word without circles, then 
R: Vtw= YR: IJ tLr.Ow;w: -.“w;wn+. 
ProoJ This is a corollary to the proof of Proposition 6.2 Specifically, 
left insertion of each letter w; followed by right insertion of w+ adds sym- 
metric new cells. These two cells get the letters “i- , i+ respectively in the 
left-right recording tableau; in particular this tableau is actually symmetric. 
The first cell added (which contains the circled letter) lies above the 
diagonal iff bumping crossed the diagonal. This corresponds correctly to 
the circling in the Worley-Sagan recording tableau. 1 
Remark 6.5. Propositions 3.2, 3.3, and Remark 3.6 apply to 
Worley-Sagan insertion. Regarding Remark 3.6, note that the circling in 
the recording tableau indicates whether each cell was added by insertion 
from the row above, or the column to the left. Compare the interpretation 
of Remark 3.6 for left-right insertion (Remark 4.2). 
We now describe a shifted version of mixed insertion that has a 
symmetry relationship (Proposition 6.8) to unshifted mixed insertion 
parallel to the relationship between Worley-Sagan insertion and left-right 
insertion given by Proposition 6.2. Before defining shifted mixed insertion, 
we point out that we can already deduce the following preliminary result: 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Let w = Ow; w: ... Ow; w,‘. Then 0 cm w is 
symmetric. 
Proof: By Proposition 3.2, we can assume that w is a permutation; 
i.e., its letters are 1, 2, . . . . 2n or equivalently 1 -, I+, . . . . n -, n+. Then 
-l- 0 w - u,u: . . . ou-u+ 
By Theorem 4.3, 6 +Y 
where U, . ..u., is the inverse of w1 .. . w,. 
w=R. q c’.r. OU-~+ . . . au-u+ 
symmetric by Corollary 6.4. 1 . 
I 1 n ” , and this is 
DEFINITION 6.7 (Shifted mixed insertion algorithm). Let w = w i . . . w, be a 
word without circles. Construct a sequence TO, T,, . . . . T, = T of shifted 
tableaux with circles: put TO = 0; for each i= 1, . . . . n form Ti from Tip, by 
inserting wi as follows: 
Insert wi into the first row, and insert bumped letters as in mixed 
insertion: circled letters, bumped, insert into the next column; 
uncircled letters, into the next row, with one exception. The excep- 
tion is that an uncircled letter, bumped from a diagonal cell, 
acquires a circle and inserts into the next column. 
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The tableau T is the shijted mixed insertion tableau of w, denoted 
T= \c” w, or U tm w if we begin with a nonempty shifted tableau 
TO = U. The recording tableau T’ for the sequence 0 c sh(T,) c . . . c 
sh(T,) = sh(T) we denote by T’ = R: ‘;I tm w. 
Figure 6 illustrates the application of shifted mixed insertion. 
PROPOSITION 6.8. Let w = w1 . . . w, be a word without circles. Then 
Tc” w= TO CmoW;W~...oW~Wn+. 
Proof The tableau 0 tm Ow; w: . . . Own w,’ is symmetric by 
Proposition 6.6. We prove that if T is a symmetric tableau with circles, 
then Tc” Oa-a+= 6l(YTt” a). The proposition follows from this by 
induction. 
Consider the effect upon the portion of T below the diagonal of first 
inserting Oa-, then inserting a+. We shall demonstrate that the insertion 
of Oa- mimics the shifted mixed insertion algorithm on the (transpose of) 
the below-diagonal portion of T, and the subsequent insertion of a+ affects 
only the portion on and above the diagonal, symmetrically. 
Let Oa- be inserted into T, yielding T’= T em Oa-. Let the sequence 
of letters bumped be Oa- <x1 < ... <x,; i.e., Oa- bumps x,, xi bumps 
xi+ I (1~ i < k), and xk inserts in an empty cell at the end of a row or 
column. We claim that each letter xi lies below the diagonal in T, with 
exceptions of one sort. The exceptions are that the sequence may contain, 
at one or more places, consecutive letters Ox- <x+, where x+ and Ox- 
occupy a diagonal cell and its symmetric cell in T. 
To see this, consider an xi which is on or above the diagonal in T, and 
suppose by induction that any earlier such letters in the sequence fall under 
the aforementioned exception, xi-i cannot be x+ in an exception, since 
such an x + inserts downward, into a below-diagonal cell. Therefore xi-r 
lies below the diagonal in T. Moreover, xi-i must be circled, or it would 
insert below itself. Let xi-, lie in column r - 1 of T. Unless xi- i is in the 
cell (r, r - 1) immediately below the diagonal, that cell contains u- <xj-i 
and the cell (r, r) contains u+, which would make xj- 1 insert below (r, r). 
Therefore xi-, = Ox- is in the cell (r, r - 1). In this situation, xj- i bumps 
x+ from the diagonal cell (r, r), so xi = x+ is covered by the exception. 
v emw R: p+“‘w 
w=496817352 
FIG. 6. Shifted mixed insertion and recording tableaux. 
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From the above it is clear that, after transposing, complementing circles, 
and ignoring + and - superscripts, the effect of inserting Oa- on the 
below-diagonal portion of T is that set forth in Definition 6.7. Indeed, at 
exceptional stages in the bumping sequence, Ox- bumped from a cell 
(r, r - 1) bumps x’ from the diagonal cell (r, r), and x+ inserts into the 
next row as if it had come from (r, r - 1) and changed its circling. 
As for the portion of Ton and above the diagonal, it is unchanged in T’, 
except that diagonal cells involved in the bumping contain Ox- in place of 
the original x+. In the subsequent symmetric insertion of a+, the bumping 
process encounters precisely those diagonal cells, and thus confines itself to 
the upper portion of T’, which proves the proposition. 1 
COROLLARY 6.9. Let w = w1 . . . w, be a word without circles. Then 
R: Ate” w= YR:O +mo~;~~~.~o~;~n+. 
Proof. The proof of Proposition 6.8 shows that the new cells added by 
inserting Ow; and then w+ are symmetrically placed below and above (or 
on) the diagonal, respectively. This shows that R: 0 hrn Ow; w: .. . 
o w; w: is actually a symmetric tableau without circles. The corollary then 
follows from Proposition 6.8. 1 
Finally, we give the analogue for shifted insertion of Theorem 4.3. 
THEOREM 6.10. Let w be a permutation without circles. Then 
Pcw=R: Y+=‘w-’ andR: Vtw= Acmw-‘. 
ProoJ: Let w=wi..*w, and w-‘=ui...u,. Then Ow;w: . ..Ow.yw,+ 
and Ou;u: . ..Ou.un+ are inverse to one another. This fact, together with 
Propositions 6.2, 6.8, and Corollaries 6.4, 6.9, gives the theorem as a 
consequence of Theorem 4.3. 1 
7. SHOR'S CONJECTURE 
The Schensted correspondence assigns to each permutation w the pair of 
standard tableaux of common shape (A(w), B(w)), where A(w) = Cl c w 
and B(w) = R: 0 c w. Its shifted analogue assigns to w the pair of shifted 
standard tableaux of common shape (A”(w), B”(w)), where A”(w) = Y t w 
and B”(w) = R: P c w. We have already seen (Remark 5.6) that A(w) 
determines A”(w) by the relation A”(w) = V c A(w). P. Shor conjectured 
that, “conversely,” B”(w) determines B(w) by the relation B(w)= 
p( El&(w)), where the operation 9 consists of removing all the circled 
letters from the tableau by “marching” them out, as in Corollary 3.18, and 
replacing x+ by x for each uncircled letter. 
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PROPOSITION 7.1. Let w be a word without circles. Then R: •i c w = 
P( NR: Y +- w). 
ProoJ: We may assume by Proposition 3.2 and Remark 6.5 that w is a 




by Theorem 6.10 and Proposition 6.8. Hence 
9(mR: Ytw)=Cl tmu,...u, 
= 0 +- u1 “‘24, 
=R:O+w 
by Corollary 3.18 and the known properties of the Schensted correspon- 
dence. 1 
8. EVACUATION 
There is an important relationship between the Schensted insertion and 
recording tableaux of a word w = w, . . w, and those of the “upside-down” 
word -w= -wi... -w, where the sign “-” indicates an order-reversing 
map of the alphabet. Namely, the recording tableau is transposed, and the 
insertion tableau is eoacuated and transposed. Evacuation is an involution 
introduced by Schiitzenberger [7], various equivalent definitions of which 
are given below. Via the duality of Schensted insertion for inverse 
permutations, one deduces a similar relationship between the Schensted 
tableaux of w and those of the reverse word w’ = w, . . . w,; now the 
insertion tableau is transposed and the recording tableau evacuated and 
transposed. 
The symmetry between the upside-down and reverse words breaks down 
as we pass to mixed and left-right insertion: the mixed insertion of the 
reverse word and the left-right insertion of the upside-down word still have 
simple descriptions, but the opposite situation is more complicated. (It 
becomes necessary to complement the circling in the upside-down or 
reverse word; then, of the pair of tableaux, the one without circles is 
unchanged, and the one with circles is subjected to a sort of separate 
evacuation of circled and uncircled letters. The interested reader should be 
able to figure out the precise operation required from the results of this sec- 
tion and Section 3.) 
In this section we deline evacuation in terms of conversion (which seems 
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to be the right way to understand it) and determine the effect of mixed and 
left-right insertion on reverse and upside-down words, respectively. We 
define shifted evacuation, giving several equivalent descriptions parallel to 
those for the unshifted variant, and determine the effect of Worley-Sagan 
insertion on the upside-down word. 
As an application, we prove that shifted jeu-de-tuquin defines a bijection 
between standard tableaux of rectangular shape (nm) (n z m) and standard 
shifted tableaux of trapezoidal shape (n + m - 1, n + m - 3, . . . . n - m + 1). 
DEFINITION 8.1. Let T be a tableau without circles of normal shape. 
The evacuation of T is the tableau of the same shape ev(T) = 
T(a, + --a,)...(~,-+ -a,) where a, < ... <a, are all the letters of T and 
the sign “ -” denotes an order-reversing map of the alphabet. 
Although this is not one of the standard definitions, it is equivalent to 
them, as the next proposition shows. The proof of the proposition also 
shows that ev(T) is independent of the particular choice of order-reversing 
map, up to an order-preserving change of letters. This property of 
evacuation has apparently not been known before. 
PROPOSITION 8.2 Let T be a tableau without circles of normal shape. Let 
T, = ev( T). Let T, be the recording tableau for the sequence of shapes 
fzr=sh(U,)csh(U,_,)c ... csh(U,)=sh(T), where UO=T and U,+, is 
gotten from Ui by deleting the least letter and then filling the empty upper 
left corner by a jeu-de-tuquin slide. Let T, be - T’ rotated 180”, where T’ is 
the tableau of anti-normal shape to which T can be brought by jeu-de-tuquin. 
Let T4 = (0 + -w)‘, where w is a word such that T= Cl c w. Then T,, T,, 
T,, and T4 are all the same, up to an order-preserving change of letters. 
Proof. Let z, > .. . > z, be new letters. Compute T(u, + Oz,). . . 
(a, + Oz,) and remove the circles. By Corollary 3.15, Proposition 3.4, and 
Proposition 3.2, the result is the same as ( q c -w)‘= T4, up to an order- 
preserving change of letters. The choice zi = -ui gives T, = ev( T). The 
choice zi = n + 1 - i gives T, (assuming w.1.o.g. that the letters in T are less 
than 1). 
As for T3, note that T’ is obtainable from w (that is, from 
w1 0 ... 0 w,) by jeu-de-tuquin; reflecting the process by the transfor- 
mation sending each cell (i, j) to (-j, -i) and inverting the order of the 
alphabet, we get that T\ = 0 c -w = Tb, so T, = T,. 1 
PROPOSITION 8.3. Let w be u word with circles. Then 
0 4-m w’=(O tm w)‘, 
0 + ‘L -w = ev( 0 + ‘-I. w)‘, 
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Proof: Let Ox1 < . ‘. < Oxk be all the circled letters of w, and 
-x, > . . . > -xk be letters less than all letters of w. Then 
q ltmW’ 
=~tm[w(ox,-+ -x,)“‘(“&-+ -xk)]‘(-xk~“xk).‘.(-x~-‘ox,) 
=~+-[w(“x~-+ -x+‘(“xk+ -Xk)]t(-xk~oXk).“(-x,~oX~) 
=[Otw(“x,-+ -xl)“-(“xk+ -Xk)]t(-Xk~oXk)‘..(-x~~oX~) 
=[ntm w(Oxl+ -xl)‘-*(“xk-+ -xk)lt(-Xk+ oxk)-+x~-+ Ox,) 
= [ 0 tm W-J’. 
Now let Oui, . . . . Ouk be the circled letters of w, from left to right, and 
VI 3 *.*, v, _ k the uncircled letters. Then 
0 t1.r. -w= 0 + -uk... -ul-v, . . . -vn-k 
=ev(O t24k...u1~1...~,-k)f 
= ev( Cl t'J. IV)'. 1 
COROLLARY 8.4. Let w be a word with circles. Then 
R: 0 tm w’=ev(R: cl cm w)‘, 
R: 0 t’.r. -w = (R: 0 t’.r. w)‘. 
Proof: This follows from Proposition 8.3 by application of Proposition 
3.2 and Theorem 4.3, using (w’)-‘= -(w-l), up to order-preserving 
change of letters, for a permutation w. [ 
Remark 8.5. It follows from Proposition 8.3 that 0 cm aw = 
((0 tm w)’ tm a)‘. By Proposition 3.4, we conclude that “left” mixed 
insertion is merely mixed insertion with uncircled letters treated as if they 
were circled and vice versa. 
Remark 8.6. We now seek a shifted analogue of the above results. To 
begin with, we need a shifted evacuation. Definition 8.1 makes perfect sense 
even when T is shifted. We therefore extend it to define ev( T) for tableaux 
without circles of normal shifted shape. 
Analogous to Proposition 8.2 is: 
F~OFWSITION 8.7. Let T be a tableau without circles of normal shifted 
shape. Let TO = P ev( q T). Let T, = ev( T). Let Tz be the recording tableau 
for the sequence of shapes 0 = sh( U,) c sh( U, _ 1) c . . . c sh( U,) = sh( T), 
where U, = T and Ui+ , is gotten from Ui by deleting the least letter and then 
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filling the empty upper left corner by a shifted jeu-de-taquin slide. Let T3 be 
- T’ reflected to normal shifted shape, where T’ is the tableau of anti-normal 
shifted shape to which T can be brought by shifted jeu-de-taquin. Let 
T,=( Y+ -w), where w is a word such that T = Y + w. Then 
T,, T, , TZ, T,, and T4 are all the same, up to an order-preserving change of 
letters. 
Proof: Depending on the order-reversing map (-), the sequence 
a,, . . . . a,, decomposes into two (possibly empty) segments A, = {a,, . . . . ak} 
and A, = {ak+-l, . . . . a,,}, where for all aim A,,, ai < -ai, and for all 
ajE A,, aj > -aj. By Proposition 5.4, 
q T,=( EJT)(a: + -a:)(a; -+ -a;).s.(a: + -al)(a, + -a,) 
. (ai+ 1 + -ak,,)(az+, -+ -aL+I)--.(a; -+ -a;)(an+ + -a,‘). 
At each stage (a,? + -a,?)(~; + -a;), for a,E A,, a; and a,? are the two 
least letters in the tableau. Therefore they occupy cells (0,O) and (0, 1) 
before the conversion, which implies that the alternative conversion 
(a; -+ -~‘)(a+ + -a;) has an identical effect. At each stage 
(a,: -+ -~,-)(a,+ + -a,?), for UREA,, -a,: and -a,? are the two least 
letters in the tableau. Therefore they occupy cells (0,O) and (0, 1) after 
the conversion, 
(a,: -+ +)(a,+ 
which implies that the alternative conversion 
+ -a,: ) has an identical effect. Therefore, 14 T, = ( II T) 
(a; -F -~:)(a: + -a;)...(a; -+ -~:)(a,+ + -a;)=ev( IIT), which 
shows that TO is well-defined and equal to T,. 
Also by Proposition 5.4 we find that Ui= 9 ZJii, where (Vi} is the 
sequence of Proposition 8.2 for ev( NT) since for a symmetric tableau, 
deletion-and-tilling from the upper left corner, applied twice, is the same as 
deleting the contents of both cells (0,O) and (0, 1) and then filling them by 
jeu-de-taquin. Therefore T, = V ev( 19 T) = T,,. 
For T4, we have 
T4= 00+(-w,)- . ..(-w.)-(-w,)+ . ..(-w.)+ 
= Yev(O twn+ . ..w.w; . ..w.)’ 
= ~ev(~cw~~..w;w~.-.w,+)= oev(&lT)=T,. 
Finally, as in the proof of Proposition 8.2, reflecting the shifted jeu-de- 
taquin process that gives T’ from w, we have T3 = Y 6 -w = T4. 1 
Figure 7 shows the result of shifted evacuation on a shifted tableau and 
of ordinary evacuation on the corresponding symmetric tableau. 
Now we are in a position to prove shifted analogues of Proposition 8.3 
and Corollary 8.4. 
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=a e-4 q T) 
FIG. 7. Evacuation. 
PROPOSITION 8.8. Let w be a word without circles. Then 
Yt -w=ev(Qtw), 
QtmWl= O.trn,, 
where o P 6”’ w means Y cm w with the circling of the off-diagonal letters 
complemented. 
Proof. The first equation is T1 = T4 of Proposition 8.7. For the second, 
let w=wl.-.w,. Then Ytcmw,...wl= 90 +-mo~;~,+...o~~~~= 
Q( q emw: Ow; . . . w,’ “w,)‘. 
To complete the proof we show that ( 0 cm w: o w; . . . w,’ Ow; )’ is 
obtainedfrom iY A cmw = •i cm Ow; w: ... Own w,’ byexchanging Ow; 
and w+ for each w,? not lying on the diagonal. 
By Proposition 3.4, ( 0 cm w: Ow; . . . w,’ Own )’ is the circle-com- 
plement of 0 hrn “w: w 1 . . . o w,’ w; , which by Corollary 3.16 comes 
from 0 c moW;W:... Own w,’ by conversions changing Ow; , w+ into 
“WC, w,~ for each i. But these conversions, followed by complementation 
+ of circles, exchange Ow; and w,? if w, is not on the diagonal, and leave 
them unchanged otherwise. This is exactly the transformation required in 
the preceding paragraph. 1 
COROLLARY 8.9. Let w be a word without circles. Then 
R: Y c -w=OR: Y+w, 
R: Vt” w’= ev(R: 7 cm w). 
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Proof: By Proposition 8.8 and Theorem 6.10. 1 
It is natural to enquire whether it might be possible similarly to describe 
the effect of transposing w on V + w. Unfortunately, no such description is 
possible because one can have q + w = Y + w’ but not q c wt = Y c (w‘)‘. 
The simplest example is given by w = 123, w’ = 213. 
We conclude this section by constructing the bijection mentioned in the 
introduction between standard tableaux of rectangular and trapezoidal 
shape. 
LEMMA 8.10. Let T be a standard shifted tableau of triangular shape 
(m, m - 1, . . . . 1) and let U be a tableau with a unique upper left corner, not 
necessarily on the diagonal, such that PC U=T. Then sh(U)= 
(m, m - 1, . . . . 1) and each row of U contains the same letters as the 
corresponding row of T. 
Proof: It suffices to prove that the top row of U is the same as the top 
row of T; the full statement follows by induction on m (the case m = 1 
being trivial). 
We may bring U to T by forward slides in such a way that both 
tableaux’ top rows occupy the same row of the shifted plane. Therefore 
every letter in the top row of U is also in the top row of T. 
We may bring U to a tableau A of anti-normal shifted shape by reverse 
slides in such a way that both tableaux’ rightmost columns occupy the 
same column of the plane. Since T is anti-normal, A = T (up to a trans- 
lation). In particular, A has m columns, which implies that U has at least m 
columns. This implies that U has at least m cells in the top row, since U has 
a unique upper left corner. 
Since the letters in the top row of U form a subset of those in the top 
row of T, and there are at least m of them, they are all the letters in the top 
row of T. 1 
PROPOSITION 8.11. If S is a standard tableau of shape (n”), with m < n, 
then V + S is a standard shifted tableau of shape (n + m - 1, 
n + m - 3, . . . . n -m + 1). This correspondence is a bijection between the sets 
of standard tableaux of the respective shapes. 
Proof: Fix one tableau T of normal shifted shape (m - 1, m - 2, . . . . 1 ), 
containing the letters -m(m - 1)/2 through - 1. 
Given S, build a compound tableau U of normal shifted shape 
(n + m - 1, n + m - 2, . . . . n) by concatenating S to the right of T (Fig. 8). In 
U carry out successive conversions of the letters - m(m - 1)/2 through - 1 
to new letters y m(m-l)/2’Ym(m-l)/2-1 > . -. > y, greater than the letters 
1 , ..*, mn occurring in S. Call the result u’. Observe that trunc.,, u’ = 
Y c S (Remarks 3.9 and 5.3). 
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FIG. 8. Forming (I from S and T. 
If in u’ we now carry out successive conversions of the letters 1, . . . . mn to 
y-1 =-y-z> ‘-- >y-,, less than yi, then the result, after renumbering the 
letters to make the tableau standard, is ev( U) by Proposition 8.7, and thus 
trunc Q mn ev( U) = ev( 7 e S). Bringing ev( U) to anti-normal shape by ieu- 
de-taquin, we obtain, by Proposition 8.7, the reflection of U to anti-normal 
shape. In particular, the restriction of ev( U) to its m(m - 1)/2 greatest let- 
ters goes over by jeu-de-taquin into the reflection of T, so by Lemma 8.10 
these letters occupy a reflected triangle of shape (m - 1, m - 2, . . . . 1) in the 
lower right portion of ev(U). This proves sh( q c S) = (n +m - 1, 
n + m - 3,..., n - m + 1 ), the shape remaining upon deletion of this triangle. 
Suppose now that P is any standard shifted tableau of shape (n + m - 1, 
n + m - 2, . . . . n-m + 1) and form ev( V) by adjoining to it the triangle in 
the lower right portion of ev(U). This defines a tableau V by evacuation, 
and it is clear that V is a compound tableau consisting of T in the leftmost 
columns, and a rectangular tableau s’ to their right. It is easy to see that 
this construction of s’ from P is inverse to the operation \ c applied to 
tableaux of shape (nm), so both are bijections. 1 
We note that the inverse construction of s’ from P amounts simply to 
bringing P into rectangular shape by filling in the empty triangle at the 
lower right with appropriate jeu-de-taquin slides. The letters y, , . . . . ymC,,, _ i ,,* 
in that triangle serve to control the order of the slides. This order does 
matter; only choices of the yi that form a tableau Y for which \ c Y is 
triangular will work. For instance, jeu-de-taquin slides on the tableau of 
Fig. 9a in the order indicated by the numbers in parentheses yield the 
tableau of Fig. 9b, which is not of shape (33). 
(8) (b) 
FIG. 9. Trapezoid-to-“rectangle” by bad jeu-de-taquin. 
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